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Abstract 
The paper discusses application of the algorithm based information processes modeling and Q-machine learning to the task of 
virtual machines auto configuration. Usage of virtual machines is one the most common solution nowadays for almost every 
companies. Although using of virtual machines simplifies settings of hardware landscape and allows physical servers 
decentralization they may cause performance decrease. To overcome this issue, we propose using method of virtual machines 
auto configuration. The method is based on the following premises: tracking real business process held by virtual machines, 
using algorithms of machine learning to investigate optimal configuration, and virtual machine configuration by independent 
process. 
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Peer-review under responsibility of KES International. 
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1. Introduction 
Currently the use of virtual machines (VM) has increased significantly for enterprise support in software 
infrastructure [1-2]. Using a layered architecture system and system-technical infrastructure (STI) simplifies the 
deployment tasks, setup, transfer and support systems. In addition, the use of VM reduces dependence on the setting 
of specific configuration of physical servers. 
One of the main problems with the use of virtual machines is forced decline in performance, compared with 
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use in classical architecture based STI [3]. This problem is caused by the forced separation of server resources 
between multiple VMs. The problem of performance degradation when using the VM, as well as a significant 
increase in administrative complexity STI [4] is one of the most actual. The urgency is also confirmed by the 
increasing number of cloud platforms [5], in which the end-user gets only a set of virtual machines and allocated for 
these resources, but does not have access to the real servers. The problem is further complicated in the case of a 
heterogeneous technical infrastructure, in which different equipment is used for a variety of computing tasks. 
For solving the problem of the optimal configuration of VMs based on dynamically changing external 
conditions (load on the system, the availability of the technical component of the set of the operations) we propose 
methodology of online auto-configuration VM. The proposed methodology involves the creation of a central domain 
control agent [6] followed by its reinforcement learning. Such an agent allows for each state of the system to 
configure all of the VMs so as to optimize their performance, taking into account the available allocated resources. 
This approach solves many problems: allows taking into account the external changes, increases the speed of 
response of the system, reduces the influence of the human factor. However, there are a number of constraints for its 
application. One of them is its low scalability for productive use. A large number of VMs configurable parameters, 
together with a large number of virtual machines themselves generates a number of parameters of the objective 
function instruction, which can only be optimized for a time exceeding the time lowest possible production system 
performance or greater than the time of change of external conditions. 
To increase scalability of auto configuration agent training algorithm we propose the use of models of 
information processes performed by the system. For the modeling of information processes we encourage to use the 
applicative approach to modeling processes - typed π-calculus [7]. As part of this approach model of the process is 
calculated term containing the description of the data transmission and reception. In the simulation of information 
processes performed by a conglomerate of virtual machines, each system functions, the execution of which is 
significant at the level of the analysis of the overall performance, is associated with an elementary process of 
receiving the initial information and the executed result. The scope of calculation involved channel names defined 
circuit access to functions and information on the speed of the operation is coded in the channel type and is 
calculated from the corresponding channel type and the types of data being transferred. Applications applicative 
approach [8], is justified by the following features: 
x No fixed structure of the process - the local behavior of certain sub processes can determined without changing 
the entire model; 
x No difference between the functions and data - depending on the context of application and the name of each 
context type π-calculus can act both as a data block, as well as channel transmission / reception, which simplifies 
modeling operations on metadata and service operations; 
x Direct computability of models - the term π-calculus is a valid program for the corresponding abstract machine, 
so there is no need for additional compilers, increasing the speed of introduction of amendments into the 
prepared model; 
x The sophisticated approach to building a multi-level type system - static typing is the key to a deep analysis of 
the behavior of the information system, and the availability of elaborated type system significantly increases the 
expressive ability of the model. 
Enhanced auto-configuration algorithm consists in reducing the number of configurable parameters due to 
indirect configuration. Configurable parameters of VM are encapsulated by applicational properties of the 
environment in which processes are performed – it types that are assigned to channels transmit / receive data. Each 
type of calculus corresponds to the set of the VM settings, which is significant for some of the functions and 
influences the measured characteristics. Types calculus may be obtained either manually or using type constructors. 
Assign the type of reception or transmission channel is interpreted as the operation in certain VM settings. The 
correct model is such that the settings obtained from each type of useful and consistent. Due to the fact that the 
operation performance calculation is based on the types of models, the correct assignment of the names of all types 
of calculation provides an estimate of the overall performance. 
The following scheme of work extended algorithm is proposed. Based on the algorithm of actions performed 
analytic journals receives process model corresponding to the current load. Using pre-defined types of models or 
adapting them to the level of detail, the algorithm performs an initial assignment of the correct type in the model. 
Next, apply the algorithm Q-learning, in which the interactions necessary for the collection of samples of 
remuneration perform the types of calculation. The algorithm gets the correct assignment types, maximizing system 
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performance. The algorithm gets the configuration of all VM corresponding to the correct assignment types. The 
overall architecture is shown in Figure 1: 
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Fig 1. Schema of VM auto configurator usage 
The proposed approach combines methods applicative modeling with methods of reinforcement learning, allows 
the use of previously developed methodology auto configuration complex virtual machines a large number of virtual 
machines with shared resources, taking into account the increasing number of configurable parameters. 
2. Information Process Model 
We will use applicative approach – π-calculus for modelling information processes executed by virtual machines 
cluster. The model of process corresponding to this approach is correctly formed calculus term. The model of 
processes execution is reduction of such term with special abstract machine [9]. In the context of task for 
information process modelling reduction applies not only to the term, but also to the context which contains 
description of processes environment. Process is executable if exists such configuration of abstract machine, such 
environment context and such start conditions, that term could be reduced to the elementary empty process. This 
paragraph describes grammar for the extension of π-calculus, used type system and abstract machine for the task of 
modelling and investigation of information processes executed by several virtual machines. Next paragraph 
describes algorithm of application developed models for acquiring input data for Q-algorithm, which optimize 
virtual machine configuration. 
Classic π-calculus uses next grammar for building processes terms: 
ܲ ൌ ܽሺݔሻǤ ܲȁ തܽݔǤ ܲȁߥܽǤ ܲȁܲȁܳȁ૙ȁǨ ܲ 
With regard to the problem of modeling the processes performed by a cluster of virtual machines, these 
transactions are treated as follows: 
Data receiving and transmitting operations ܲ ൌ ܽሺݔሻǤ ܲȁ തܽݔǤ ܲ. Data receiving prefix connects the name x in the 
process P, a data transmitting prefix does not bind any names. Combinations of these prefixes describe the sequence 
of receiving input information for the launch of the information process, its internal routing, processing, and return 
the result. As the π-calculus has no syntactic differences between the data and channels, these operations allow 
modelling processes with dynamically changing structure, when the result of performing one of the functions of a 
new data handler. This feature allows simulating the work of complex interfaces, factories and variety of programs-
processors in a virtual machine. 
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Restriction operationsܲ ൌ ߥݔǤ ܲ. This operation binds the variable x in the process P. The peculiarity of this 
operation is that variable related this way is not defined by the substitution rule. Information processes model built 
for multiple virtual machines perform various functions. Restrict certain channels or receiving data simulates the 
performance of functions within a single virtual machine. Restriction of input data blocks simulates taking them 
only for specific processors. Unbound channels can interact with any of the virtual machine data, unrelated data 
blocks may be processed either by the virtual machine. 
Replication operations ܲ ൌ Ǩ ܲ. The application of this operation to the process creates the process for which 
always during the reduction is possible to obtain an independent, carried out in parallel. This operation is necessary 
to simulate the background sub processes, which are initiated each time required processing relevant information, 
possibly several times during one iteration of the current process. 
Building processes using parallel execution ܲ ൌ ܲȁܳ. This operation is the main method of constructing a new 
calculus terms. Generally α-reduction is applied for two processes combined in the parallel execution. Parallel 
processing allows modelling all the flows of information that are performed at the same time, interact, share the 
results of the work. 
Reduction of terms of π-calculus is carried out by the abstract machine according to the following basic rules: 
1. ૙ ՜ ૙ 
2. Ǩ ܲ ՜ ܲȁǨ ܲ 
3. ܲ ՜ ߥݔǤ ܲˈ˔ˎˋݔ ב ݂݊ሺܲሻ 
4. ߥݔǤ ሺܲȁܳሻ ՜ ߥݔǤ ܲȁߥݔǤ ܳ 
5. തܽݔǤ ܲȁܽሺݕሻǤ ܳ ՜ ܲȁܳሾݕȀݔሿ 
Control of the main metrics of the implementation process should be supported by the help of variables 
controlled by the abstract machine performance. This meta-variables that do not relate directly to a running process 
allow to compare different processes with each other. Types of variables and allowable transaction processing are 
not described within the process modeling system. Interaction with these variables can not be performed by the 
functions of the process, but only meta-function - abstract machine operations or functions, processing execution 
contexts. These variables will be used to store the indicators to assess the performance of the selected virtual 
machine configurations and the virtual machine complex will be used in the algorithms find the optimal 
configuration. 
To increase the expressive power of the developed models, the system uses the terms typing [10]. The essence of 
this system is to assign to each named calculation of type and extension of the abstract machine implementation of 
the rules, check the appropriate types. 
Type of the name of calculation can be simple: ݔǣ ߙ, or type of channel of data transfer ݔǣ ՛ ߙ or type of channel 
of data receive ݔǣ ՝ ߙ . Thus, the correctly typed elementary data receiving process must have the following 
structure: തܽǣ ՛ ߙǤ ݔǣ ߙǤ ૙ȁܽǣ ՝ ߙሺݕሻǤ ݕǤ ૙ Typing can further validate the constructed calculus terms. In the simulation 
of information processes assigned to the cluster types allow further description of the function, simulated different 
subprocesses. In addition, typing is used to simulate the different functions of consumed virtual machine resources. 
To emphasize that the type name is also a feature of the run-time, not only the design time, assigning a specific 
name, type of calculation will be reflected in the context of the implementation process. Context of the 
implementation will be called the set of pairs of the form "name calculus → type". When using the execution 
context, the first step of the process is the initial filling of the context of pairs of values defined by the process 
model. Further, during the reduction for the operation, which requires type checking, for each name is obtained 
corresponding to the projection of the type of the execution context. When the application of alpha-conversion for 
name in term in parallel name is replaced in the type context. This approach is necessary because the same name 
may be used for calculating as a function of the data channel transmission / reception unit or processed information. 
As part of the analysis of the problem to be solved speed performance information process on the virtual machine 
configuration, the function of producing the type of context in addition to the construction of the relevant projection 
type should perform accounting related to the type of function of resources consumed, and write the result in the 
abstract machine variables. 
The resources consumed by processes running within the virtual machine, modeled as follows: 
x Algorithmic resources, such as the maximum number of simultaneous requests processed [11], are modeled 
by introducing the technical processes in the configuration of the abstract machine performance. Using 
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algorithmic resources by each virtual machine is modeled as a model including a subprocess term for the 
data transfer to an external process and obtaining processing results. As an external process is used 
subprocess term which is added when performing replication. Such technical processes modeled replication 
operation process with the restriction on the maximum number of copies. Such an operation is written as 
follows: Ǩ ܲ௡ ൌ ܲȁǨ ܲ௡ିଵ . For process technical resources algorithmic process should have a structure 
ܽሺݔሻǤ തܾݔǤ ૙, where the type of a data receiving channel a should consider the time spent to perform the 
subprocess depending on the type of the received data block x, and channel type b must consider the costs 
of return control to the main process. 
x Hardware resources are modeled with the help of the types of names assigned to calculus. 
o Required to perform the functions of the CPU time [12] (measured at operations per second) 
relates to the types of assignable channels transmit / receive data; 
o The block size of data (measured in bytes), which it holds in memory [13], assigned names, that at 
this stage reduction serve as an argument. 
 
Thus, when changing the role of calculating a specific name, various projection type are used. To meet these 
requirements within the context of the implementation of the process types are the following facilities: each type is 
an object that contains information about possible operations applicable to it, which operations it can perform, and 
static information object, which does not depend on the role performed. Function get the type of the execution 
context takes as input the name and role name, returns the current projection type and writes the abstract machine 
variables change defined this type of projection, as well as the changes determined by its static components. 
3. Optimization of Virtual Machine Configuration 
Optimizing algorithms for the configuration of virtual machines cluster parameters on the basis of the 
information process models must be implemented on the basis of the following assumptions. Firstly, the algorithm 
must be suitable for the application of machine learning. Because the aim is to ensure the possibility of automatic 
adjustment of the VM configuration in terms of external changes, the algorithm configuration assessment must be 
suitable for the analysis without human intervention. This requirement is declaring the need for the algorithm to 
have some objective function, the optimization of which is necessary to ensure by means of selection of input values 
expressed by variables for simple enumeration types, such as numeric or strings. Secondly, the result of an 
optimizing algorithm must be configured cluster of virtual machines, taking into account the specifics of a running 
process. To update the virtual machine configuration requires a complete reboot of the virtual machine. This is a 
technical limitation of the algorithm determines the result: it is necessary to get a completely new configuration, 
since it is technically impossible to change the parameters sequentially. Third, the algorithm must be adjusted to the 
optimum value for finding a number of different types of external conditions, which will be a cluster of virtual 
machines. Despite the fact that the algorithm is used to find the optimal cluster configuration, according to the 
model actually performed the integration process, it is necessary to consider that during the observation period the 
cluster can perform fundamentally different processes. Optimization should consider such options and to offer the 
appropriate settings. 
With all of these prerequisites is proposed the following general optimizing algorithm: 
1) Component model of information processes performed by a cluster of virtual machines. Model cluster 
information processes must be built on the basis of the server logs of access and execution functions. For 
the construction of the current model should be used logs for the period from the last run of the algorithm. 
The model is constructed automatically, using the approaches described in [14], but may be adjusted 
manually, if necessary. The initial model of information processes includes the attribution of functions and 
types of data elements on the basis of registered actions, but the relationship with these types consumes 
resources is performed in the following steps; 
2) Construction of the initial configuration of the abstract machine performance. The initial configuration 
includes: 
a. Model of input data: process Ǩ ݅௡భଵሺݔଵሻǤ Ǩ ݅௡మଶሺݔଶሻǥǨ ݅௡೘௠ሺݔ௠ሻ incoming information transfer. 
Each element of a process Ǩ ݅௡೘௠ሺݔ௠ሻ corresponds recorded in the logs sent to the server type of 
data elements. Used replication with the maximum number of repetitions n1, …, nm, similar to 
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those used for algorithmic resources modeling. Parameters n1, …, nm describe the current load and 
enter the number of input parameters for optimizing algorithm; 
b. Initial configuration types are assigned to each type of weight resources consumed objects of this 
type. The weights indicate the memory usage for data blocks and the CPU consumption for the 
functions are calculated automatically based on the server logs. For related resources assigned to 
the normalized value; 
c. Initial configuration variables. For each type of resource that will be taken into account within the 
framework of optimization, in an abstract machine adds one variable for each abstract machine of 
the appropriate type with a value corresponding to the maximum pool of dedicated resource of this 
type. Selected configuration variables related to setting parameters of virtual machines; 
3) Reduction process. The reduction is considered successful if two conditions are met: 
a. The information process together with the input data is reduced to an empty process 0. This 
reduction shows that the model of information processes is constructed correctly and can be used 
for further analysis, and that the proposed set of input data can be processed fully simulated cluster 
of virtual machines; 
b. None of the variables of the abstract machine can take a negative value. This condition is 
necessary to determine the adequacy of the resources provided to each virtual machine; 
4) Optimization of input parameters using machine learning algorithms. The input of the algorithm is applied 
vector volume process input data vector and configuration of virtual machines resources. The output of the 
algorithm is a vector of residuals collected in the variables of the abstract machine implementation, after 
the complete reduction of the term. The task is to pick up a minimal configuration vector to vector with the 
maximum required input vector to maximize residues. Thus, the algorithm receives a configuration 
optimized considering the fixed amount of virtual machines in the cluster and the fixed distribution of the 
functions between virtual machines. 
The general scheme of the algorithm is shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig 2.  Algorithm of VM optimal configuration building 
The usage of the applicative approach modeling of information processes for auto-configuration of virtual 
machines can increase the effectiveness of the various other known methods of evaluation, configuration and testing 
of distributed systems and cloud. In particular, the use as an input to the algorithm Q learning model parameters will 
significantly increase the possible number of parameters to be optimized by combining them in a type of calculus. 
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However, the most significant advantage of using this approach is obtained by transactional methods of testing 
systems, such as TPC-C. The advantage achieved by the transfer of trained models of information processes 
executed in the benchmark assessment of its proposed means of configuration and software and hardware 
infrastructure and the further transfer of the configuration to use a cluster or cloud server. This achieves dual control 
of the applicable settings – at first current mode of use and the load are monitored, then the optimum configuration 
corresponding determines by models of these processes and machine learning algorithms, to the identified problems 
and finally using transaction-oriented techniques confirmed the correctness of this configuration. The last step is to 
apply the configuration of a cluster of virtual machines. It should be noted that the entire cycle requires minimal 
involvement specialist technical and functional and, if necessary, can be operated independently. 
4. Optimization of Virtual Machine Configuration 
This paper proposes a method for automated search and application of virtual machine configurations in a 
changing load. This method is the use of machine learning algorithms with reinforcements to the analytical models 
of information processes. Construction of the models used to perform automated language typed π-calculus, based 
on log entries running VM functions. Calculation of the optimal configuration itself is performed Q-algorithm 
machine learning, as a result of the reduction in terms of the abstract machine, the relevant information processes. A 
key feature of the proposed method is the use of applicative approach modeling of information processes executed 
by the VM. 
Using the proposed method due to the high flexibility of the applied typing system takes into account the 
different types of resources consumed by virtual machines, including algorithmic resources (number of concurrent 
connections to the database, access to the central scheduler, etc.) and hardware resources (memory consumption, 
CPU, power). The selected modeling method does not impose any additional restrictions on the composition and the 
number of internal links investigated a cluster of virtual machines. 
The proposed method can be implemented as a standalone application that is hosted on a central (control) virtual 
machine cluster. This particular use of mathematical and methodological concepts greatly simplify the 
implementation of such an application, as applicative structure modeling language can be executed directly by the 
corresponding abstract machine. This allows to analyze and make the necessary corrections directly to the source 
data for optimizing the algorithm if necessary. 
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